
KALAKALRAV ART WORKSHOP 

Children's Art Festival at Anandagram organised by Ministry of Culture, 

Government of India 

 (2nd FEB 2024 – Day 1)  

On a vibrant day where students embarked on a journey of exploration and creativity during a 

special workshop. The day was marked by a warm welcome under the shade of a majestic 

banyan tree, adorned with festive decorations. A total 

of 31 students (Class lll- 10 students, Class IV- 11 

students, Class V - 10 students) and 2 teachers 

attended the Kalakalrav art workshop. 

Terracotta Museum Visit: 

Next on the agenda was a visit to a captivating 

terracotta museum. The museum showcased an array 

of toys from different states, each crafted with 

precision and artistry. Highlights included pottery and toys, with Bihar's renowned 

Madhubani painting, adding a touch of cultural richness to the experience. 

 

Exploring Indian Traditions in Tools and Artifacts: 

The journey continued with an exploration of a unique area that represented the life cycle and 

transitions. Here, students encountered an array of items, from toys to kitchen essentials and 

ladies' accessories, all meticulously crafted from brass and silver. This immersive display 

provided a glimpse into the craftsmanship involved in creating everyday items.  

Paper folk toy workshop: 

The culmination of the day brought the students to an engaging workshop where they delved 

into the world of paper craft. Guided by skilled instructors, the children learned the art of 

shaping and transforming simple sheets of paper into intricate creations. Laughter, learning, 

and joy filled the air  

 

 

 



(3rd Feb 2024 – Day 2)

A group of 20 students of classes 4th and 5th from DPS Gurgaon, sector 45 along with 2 teachers 

Attended Kalakalrav Art workshop organised by Ministry of Culture, Government of India at 

Sanskriti Kendra, Anandagram, M.G Road Aya Nagar, New Delhi.

Students were given a warm welcome by Ms Bela Shelat and were briefed about the museum. 

They were taken for a museum walk to experience the Indian textile and terracotta artifacts 

displayed at “Everyday Art Museum”

The Puppet Making workshop started with a story telling session by Mr Sanjeev Kumar.

Students made sock puppet guided by skilled instructors. The children learned the art of shaping 

and transforming socks into interesting characters.

It was an enriching and fun loving experience for the students and teachers!


